Privacy: what plans for MIT?

(Continued from page 1)
many of the faculty have no place to go to find out what they should do," Skolnikoff said. He cited problems of dealing with federal agencies as an important example of such an area.

- Monitoring and maintaining the process of student review of recorded information, as provided in the Buckley amendment. "I would predict," Skolnikoff said, "that 98 per cent of the cases which come up would involve the right of privacy of the authors of a letter of recommendation, for example, versus the privacy rights of the person written about.

MIT "far ahead"

Despite the Institute's current problems with privacy legislation, MIT is "far ahead" of the general public and the rest of the country in regard to privacy issues, most administrators and faculty say. MIT's policies even before the 1971 report showed greater concern for privacy than most governmental bodies or private concerns.

Nonetheless, there is still "no general faculty consciousness on privacy," nor is MIT sponsoring research on privacy, according to Special Assistant to the Provost Louis Menand III. White parts of the MIT faculty are very concerned with privacy, "on the broader legal and civil rights issues of privacy," Menand said, "MIT still has some improvements to make."
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JOIN THE "T" PARTY WITH A PERSONALIZED PHOTO "T" SHIRT!

Just send us a color photo no smaller than wallet size, no larger than 8x11, of any person or pet - you can also send magazine pictures or slides. You'll have you unique shirt and original photo back in about 3 or 4 weeks. Mail to: 210 Industries

Box 231

Beverly, MA 02149

$5.55 each, any two for $10.95. Specify S, M, L, XL, red or blue trim on neck and sleeves. Please make sure you include your own name and address.

Here is a Xmas gift that will be long remembered

A GRECIAN CRUISE IN THE CARIBBEAN

Jan. 19 thru Jan. 29

Aboard the most spacious luxury ship: the MTS JASON

* Trio Bel Canto — singing their latest hits

* Mike Saekissian with his Near East Revue

Dance the Sytaki and the Horra to the Bouzouki music

* GREEK & ORIENTAL dancing every night

* MIDNIGHT BUFFETS

* DISCO-SERVE NIGHTLY

* DELICIOUS MEALS and sumptuous Greek specialties

We'll fly you down to San Juan and onto the MTS JASON in the sunny Caribbean, which we completely chartered for this special Cruise to give you the most unforgettable vacation ever. We will cruise to ST. MARTEN, MARTI-

NIQUE, BARBADOS, ST. THOMAS and to the unspoiled island of MONTserrat where a gala GREEK LUAU will take place on the beach.

Complete Cruise package

Incl. air fare from Boston $ 529.00

Plus port tax

*Price for faculty, students and immediate family only

* "This is the only cruise of its kind. It will not be duplicated anywhere else. So don't delay. cabins are going fast. Call now!"

Metro Travel of Peabody, Inc.

484 Lowell St., Peabody, Mass. 01960

Call Sun-Sat. 617-535-4000 9:00am - 9:00pm

(Faculty/student/your coordinators needed) - inquiries invited

Open a lemonade stand.

Sell rice at weddings. Start a room cleaning service. Hire yourself out as a dog walker. Then take the money you've earned and run to your Technics dealer.

Because right now he's putting together exciting component packages.

Built around 3 outstanding Technics receivers designed for use in either 2-channel or 4-channel systems.

The SA-5400X. A 2-channel/4-channel receiver with a matrix decoder. Inputs for a CD-4 demodulator. And a switch for 4-amplifier power in stereo. Then there's the SA-8000X. With a built-in CD-4 demodulator. It can handle any 4-channel system with ease. Or the SA-7300X. It does everything the SA-8000X does, but adds the convenience of automatic CD-4 separation and carrier level controls.

So go see your Technics dealer. He'll show you why a Technics receiver should be the heart of your component system. Then ask him if he'd like to buy a used lemonade stand.

Technics by Panasonic